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AUTISM REFLECTED IN JODI PICOULT’S 

HOUSE RULES (2010): A PSYCHOANALYTIC APPROACH 

 

 

Abstrak 

Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk mendeskripsikan bagaimana cara 

memahami orang yang memiliki sindrom asperger. Upaya menjadi 

seseorang pada umumnya yang saling berkomunikasi dan berinteraksi 

untuk memulai pertemanan. Bagaimana mendidik dan menyikapi 

orang yang memiliki sindrom asperger, serta halangan-halangan yang 

tercerminkan dalam novel House Rules karya Jodi Picoult. Dalam 

novel ini juga akan diperlihatkan betapa penting peran orangtua dalam 

kehidupan dan betapa dalamnya rasa sayang seorang ibu yang berjuang 

untuk anaknya. Penelitian ini adalah penelitian deskriptif kualitatif 

yang dilakukan di bawah kerangka Teori Psychoanalytic. Penelitian ini 

menggunakan novel House Rules karya Jodi Picoult sebagai sumber 

data. Beberapa kata, kalimat, dan dialog digunakan sebagai sumber 

data primer. Penelitian ini menunjukkan bahwa Jacob sebagai seorang 

anak yang memiliki sindrom asperger dan dihadapkan dalam beberapa 

masalah yang rumit yaitu:, ambisinya menganalisis suatu kejadian 

yang membuat dia dicurigai sebagai tersangka atas hilangnya Jess, 

usaha mencari dan mengungkap kematian Jess hingga membuat dia 

mendekam di penjara. Jacob juga menghadapi halangan seperti: 

interaksi sosial, depresi, dan autis. Hal tersebut menghambatnya untuk 

menjadi orang pada umumnya. 

Kata Kunci: House Rules, autis, sindrom asperger, teori 

psychoanalytic. 

 

Abstract 

This study aims to describe how to understand people who have 

Asperger‟s syndrome. An effort to become a person in general who 

communicate and interact to start a friendship. How to educate and 

address the person who has Asperger‟s syndrome, and constraints are 

reflected in the novel House Rules by Jodi Picoult. In this novel will 

also be shown how important the role of parents in the life and the 

depth of affection of a mother who fights for her child. This research 

is a qualitative descriptive study carried out under the framework of 

psychoanalytic theory. This research uses Jodi Picoult‟s novel entitle 

House Rules as a data source. Some words, phrases, and dialouge is 

used as the primary data. This study shows that Jacob as a child who 

has Asperger‟s syndrome with confronted problem, namely; his 
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ambition to analyze an event that made him suspect as a search for 

and uncover Jess to make her death in prison. Jacob also facing 

obstacles such as; social interactions, depression, autism. It inhibits to 

be like others. 

Keywords: House Rules, autism, asperger‟s syndrome, 

psychoanalytic theory. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter the growing body of work on the nature of autism is 

discussed.Research at the biological and behavioural levels is reviewed, but it is 

the levelwhich connects brain to behaviour that is the focus here - that is, the level 

ofcognition. One particular cognitive theory of autism is presented, which 

suggeststhat the fundamental deficit in autism is a failure to represent mental 

states, and toattribute these propositional attitudes to self and others. After looking 

at some ofthe issues involved in postulating such a deficit, the challenge posed to 

this theoryby the most able autistic individuals (considered further in chapter 2) is 

discussed- framing the research question addressed in the experimental work 

which follows. 

Autism is a developmental disorder affecting between 4 and 10 in every 

10,000children born (Lotter, 1966; Bryson, Clark & Smith, 1988; Steffenberg 

Gillberg,1986). Kanner (1943) first described and named the disorder, and then, 

as now,autism was defined on the basis of behaviour. For Kanner, the essential 

anddefining symptoms of autism were the child's "autistic aloneness" and 

"obsessivedesire for the preservation of sameness" (Kanner & Eisenberg, 1956). 

AlthoughKanner's early descriptions were very evocative, and many of the autistic 

childrenwe see now conform exactly to the picture he drew, the diagnosis of 

autism haschanged in a number of ways as more has been learnt about the 

disorder. 

Similarly, while some children with autism avoid social contact, like 

Kanner'scases, others are merely passive, or even actively social in a peculiar 

fashion (Wing& Gould, 1979; Wing, 1988). The manifestation of autism has been 

found to varyacross and even within individuals, according to intellectual ability 

and age. Thepicture that autism presents, then, varies greatly, and Wing (1988) 

introduced theconcept of a spectrum of disorders in autism. However, there is an 

obviousproblem with such heterogeneity of presentation in a disorder diagnosed 

on the basisof behaviour. This problem has been overcome by an appeal to the 

level ofcognition. A whole array of different and diverse behaviours may be 

equated at thelevel of cognitive deficit, just as a number of very different physical 

reactions maybe the result of a single underlying disease (eg. chicken pox). 

Similarly, the verydifferent patterns of features presented by people with autism, 

have been explainedas springing from one core cognitive deficit. In some sense, 

then, diagnosis ofautism is behavioural, with insight from the level of cognition; 

autism is seen asa biologically caused but cognitively defmed disorder (Frith, 

Morton & Leslie,1991). 
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Since autism was Wrst described, independently and almost 

simultaneously, by Leo Kanner (1943)and Hans Asperger (1944), many theories 

have been proposed to account forthis enigmatic condition. One infamous 

example is Bettleheim‟s (1967), now completelydiscredited, „Refrigerator mother‟ 

theory. In his book, The Empty Fortress, Bettleheimstated that an emotionless 

parenting style caused the child to develop autism. In contrast,others theories, 

which did not try to explain the disorder, were nevertheless inXuential 

indeveloping interventions. For example, Lovaas derived techniques from operant 

conditioning to create behaviour therapy (e.g., Lovaas, SchaeVer, & Simmons, 

1965) and trainingto use language (e.g., Lovaas, 1966). 

Theories of autism have tended to mirror the Zeitgeist of their times, 

and so with thedawn of the Cognitive Era came the search for more cognitively 

based explanationsthrough experimentation. The earliest, and most inXuential 

work of this kind came fromresearchers such as, Frith, Prior, Rumsey, and 

Hermelin and O‟Connor who investigatedcognitive  abilities  including 

perception, memory and language (these studies from themid-60s were reviewed 

by Prior, 1979). 

All people with autism spectrum disorders display difficulties 

withsocial interaction and behaviour, but the extent and type ofdifficulty varies. 

Some individuals may be withdrawn, while othersmay be overly active and 

approach people in socially-awkwardways. They may demonstrate selective 

attention, resistance tochange, limited interests or obsessive behaviours. They 

oftenrespond to sensory stimuli in an atypical manner and may exhibitunusual 

physical behaviours, such as hand flapping, spinning orrocking. They may also 

use objects in unconventional ways anddemonstrate an unusual attachment toward 

specific objects.Although people with autism spectrum disorders may 

sharecommon features, no two individuals share an identical profile. Inaddition, 

the pattern and extent of difficulties may change asindividuals grow older. There 

are common characteristicsassociated with autism spectrum disorders but it is 

important tocombine this information with knowledge of the specific 

interests,abilities and personality of each individual.(American Psychiatric 

Association, 1994) 

Sigmund Freud, was the founder of psychoanalysis and psychoanalytic 

theories.  These theories are based on the belief that developmental changes occur 

because of the influence of internal drives and emotions on behavior.From 

Freud‟s psychoanalysis theories psychologists were given one possible insight as 

to how the conscious and unconscious mind works.  Freud believed that there is a 

constant unconscious drive in humans to seek pleasure, which he called the libido. 

He argued that the human personality can be divided into three different parts.The 

conscious mind includes everything that we are aware of. This is the aspect of our 

mental processing that we can think and talk about rationally. Preconscious is our 

memory, which is not always part of consciousness but can be retrieved easily at 

any time and brought into our awareness. The unconscious mind is a reservoir of 

feelings, thoughts, urges, and memories that outside of our conscious awareness. 

Most of the contents of the unconscious are unacceptable or unpleasant, such as 

feelings of pain, anxiety, or conflict. According to Freud, the unconscious 
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continues to influence our behavior and experience, even though we are unaware 

of these underlying influences. 

The original title of the Jodi Picoult novel is House Rules. This story 

tell us about children who have Autism Spectrum Disorders especially Asperger‟s 

Syndrom. People who have Asperger‟s syndrome are feel difficult to interaction 

or communication with others. In this novel the child is Jacob, he is 18 years old 

and he has one brother, his name Theo, he is 15 years old. Jacob likes to come to 

the place which crime scene to analyzed and solve what happened. Oneday in 

state highway man dead with half dressed and frozen. Detective Rich begin to 

analyzed how can he dead, does he killed or not. His pants are pooled around his 

ankles. Jacob listen this news and go very fast riding his bycicle, then he tell to 

Rich, it is a hypothermia because around the man only his footprint and no hit 

from others. Rich suspects Jacob who did it and noone belive Jacob and his mom 

too, because many fact lead to him, then her mom bring him to Rich to 

investigation but his mom regret then she called Oliver (lawyer) to take Jacob out. 

The other hand Theo has unique activity, he come to others house when nobody 

home, just to sleep in the bed and sit in the soffa. Their parent are divorce  so they 

live with his mother, her name Emma. She really worry about Jacob so she get a 

private tutor to come home to teach Jacob about social interaction. The tutor is 

Jess. Oneday Jess come to Jacob house with Mark (her boyfriend), and her 

boyfriend get jealouse with Jacob, so they have a fight. The next day Jess is gone, 

its too mistery, no one knows where is she. Automatically Jacob try to find her 

and come to Jess‟s house to identify what happened, but he finds Theo‟s footprint, 

so he really surprise and think if his brother kill Jess. He worrying, so he delete 

Theo‟s footprint to avoid accusation  and make  crime scene Mark who killed 

Jess, because he remembered her mom rules. Her mom said that take care your 

brother, that is one of the rule of their house. ( Picoult, jodi.2010.House 

Rules.Atria International:NewYork)  

There are the reason why the writer chose this novel. The first is 

because this novel is interesting. The story about family and rule, the rule to take 

care each other. The second reason is the story make the writer curious, this novel 

have a mysteri that should be solve. The last because the major character has 

Asperger‟s syndrom or you can called it autism, so the researcher want to know 

how to interaction with people who has Aspergr‟s syndrom. 

2. RESEARCH METHOD 

In analyzing House Rules novel by Jodi Picoult (2010) the researcher uses 

qualitative research. Type of the data in this study is the text of the novel which 

consist of words, phrases and sentences. The writer uses the primary data sources 

which is taken from the text of the novel such as characters, theme, setting, plot, 

and figurative language which are relevant to the object of analysis. The techniques 

of data collection the writer used are reading the novel repeatedly and carefully in 

order to determining the major character that will be analyzed, analyzing Jacob‟s 

life especially what is Jacob doing in daily activity being autism people, 

identifying the obstacles encountered by the main character in his process of being 

normal people, so this study will be focused on the main character and the relation 

with the other characters, analyzing kind of Asperger‟s syndrom reflected in House 
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Rules novel and summarizing the result of the previous step. The researcher takes 

the Jodi Picoult‟s House Rules as the object of the study. The steps of analyzing 

the data are as follows: first, analyzing the data based on its structural elements. 

Second, analyzing the data based on Psychoanalytic theory to show how autism 

phenomenon is reflected in the novel. 

3. RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION 
In resulting of the research, the researcher draws some result as follows. They 

are the structure of Jacob Hunt‟s personality dealing with Freud‟s psychoanalytic 

theory. The second part discusses about murder, its process and its causes. And 

the last part is discussion of the analysis. 

3.1 Structure of Jacob’s Personality 

Jacob is a boy who has Asperger‟s syndrom and feels depressed in jail 

because he is on new habit without his mom and he does not wrong. His 

depression caused by many conflicts between id, ego, and superego. The 

definition of Id has been stated in the chapter II, Underlying Theory, Id  is a 

selfish, primitive, childish, pleasure-oriented part of the personality with no ability 

to delay gratification. Id is the most basic of the personality, Freud states (Norton, 

1964:101) id  is the primary source of all energy, it is the biological aspect or the 

original structure of personality and completely unconsciuos to the individual, Id 

also keeps biological dream, fantasies, desire, obsession and all the reality 

demands. It can be illogically or immorally when Id wants satisfaction of those 

feeling (Pervin, 1970:76). The function of id  is to effort the energy to reach 

pleasure principle, and there are two way to reach it, firstly reflect action such as 

inhaling, coughing, or sneezing. Secondly primary process, such as dreams, the 

mental of functioning of newborn infants and the hallucinations of psychotic 

(Hjelle A Ziegler, 1976:26). The actions taken by the id are based on the pleasure 

principle. That is the id is concerned only with satisfying personal desires. It 

constantly stives to satisfy the wish impulses of the instincts by reducing tensions. 

The form of id such a wish, motivation and needed, which occur spontaneously. It 

also consist of all inherited components of personality, including sex drives and 

aggression. 

The first Id occurs when he diagnosed Aspergers‟ Syndrome but he 

really interest about forensic. It makes him to practice and come to crime scene, 

because he always watching crimebusters and then he doing the same. The second 

Id occurs when Henry left his family, the third when Jacob try to communicate 

with others  then when Emma called privat tutor social skill, afterthat when Jacob 

want Jess to be his girlfriend, next when Jess is gone and when everyone suspect 

to Jacob, the last when Emma regrets then go to Oliver‟s office. 

Then Ego deals with reality, trying to meet the desires of the Id in a way 

that is socially acceptable in the world. The ego also the component of the 

personality that is responsible for dealing with reality. Hall and Lindzey ( 1981: 

37) that the ego is operated by reality principle that means gratification of instinct 

is delayed until an optimum time the human being can get the most pleasure with 

the least of unpleasant consequences.  The ego emerges out of the id because we 

need to deal with the real world. The ego can be said to obey the reality principle 

(Hall and Lindzey, 1985:37). The function of ego is to express and satisfy the 
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desires of the id in accordance with the reality and the demands of the superego. 

The ego is the executive of the personality, because it controls the action, select 

the futures of the environment to which it will respond and decides what instinct 

will be satisfied and it what manner. Ego is internalized and parental standads of 

“good” and “bad”, “right” and “wrong” behavior. In Freud‟s theory, the ego 

mediates among the id , the superego and the external world. Its task is to find a 

balance between primitive drives and reality (the ego devoid of morality at this 

level) while satisfying the id and superego. Its main concern is with the 

individual‟s safety and allows some of the id’s desires to be expressed, but only 

when consequences of these actions are marginal. Ego defense mechanism are 

often used by the ego when id behavior conflicts with reality and either society‟s 

morals, norms, and taboos or the individual‟s expectations as a result of the 

internalisation of these morals, norms, and their taboos. 

Jacob‟s Id said that he wants Jess to be his girlfriend, it means that he 

likes Jess because she cares to Jacob and want to talk to Jacob, but Jacob aware if 

she has boyfriend so that he doesn‟t push her to accept him. The second ego 

occurs when Theo hates Jacob‟s behavior, he thinks that it is freak and really 

distrub him, but he remember the rule from his mother, to keep his brother so that 

he keeps Jacob too. The third ego appears when everyone judge Jacob to be 

people who killed Jess. Nobody believe him except his mom. 

The last is superego, is based on morals and judgments about right and 

wrong. Even though the superego and the ego may reach the same decision about 

something, the superego‟s reason for that decision is more based on moral values. 

The superego’s demands oppose the id , so the ego has a hard time in reconciling 

the two. Freud‟s theory implies that the superegois a symbolic internalization of 

the father figure and cultural regulations. The superego tends to stand in 

opposition to the desires of the id because of their conflicting objectives, and its 

aggressiveness towards the ego. 

The first superego appears in Jacob‟s effort. Jacob‟s Id said that he try 

to communicate with others to get friends but failed, because he talks about 

forensic and they don‟t know so that they left Jacob. His superego relizes that he 

try hard to begin communication, so that it should be better they don‟t left Jacob. 

The second superego occurs when Mark Maguere reported Jess is gone to Rich 

Matson, it realizes that he really love her and want to find her. The third superego 

occurs when Rich Matson wants to investigate Emma, she is Jacob‟s mother . His 

superego‟s realizes that Emma is help Rich to gets information from her and she 

makes sure to Jacob so he want to investigated by Rich. 

3.2 Murder 

People have many problems in their life, desire is something we need in life. 

Desire must be in the negative way,  epecially desire to kill someone. There are so 

reasons why murder has been criminalized,  including its costs to society as well 

as being considered intrinsically wrong because it violates a right to life or is 

oppressive, murder may be costly to society by undermining law and order. The 

criminal code of 1961 in (Joel Samaha, 2010: 331) defines murder as a person 

who kills an individual without lawful justification commits murder if, in 
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performing the acts which cause the death. It knows that such acts create a strong 

probability of death or great bodily harm to that individual. 

After observing the story of the novel, there is a boy who  has Asperger‟s 

syndrome and he has three desire. Firstly, Jacob has desire to become detective. 

He is also has a ambisious  about forensic. The second, Jacob want to have girl 

friend, especially Jess, because she is the only one girl who can communicate and 

touch him. the last, Jacob desire to be normal people who can interact with others. 

Jacob‟s first desire to become a detctive because he really interst about 

forensic, so that he often come to crime scene and sometimes he makes fake crime 

scene in his house. It causes his brother angry. The motives of  making fake crime 

scene is because his ambission, so he can anlyze the scene then he feels like a 

detective. He doing the samething like on CrimeBusters on tv. Jacob‟s second 

desire to have a girl friend, especially Jess because she really care about Jacob, 

she is the only one girl except her mom who can communicate and touch him. 

Jess Ogilvy is a graduate student at UVM and she is his privat tutor. The last, 

Jacob‟s desire  is to become a normal person who can interact with others. He 

must have been contact with Jess‟s murderer, because she is his privat tutor and 

Jacob likes her, so he want to become a normal person.   

3.3 Discussion 

After analyzing the major character of personality. The researcher uses 

that three kind elements of personality are import to build the major character‟s 

mental condition consists id, ego and superego. This discussion of anaysis the 

research tried to relate one element and describing the condition of each element. 

Jodi Picoult gives attention in the personality of Jacob Hunt as the major character 

of the novel. 

The book is a mainly a courtroom drama which centers around the use of 

“asperger” to suggest that a defendent was “legally insane” at the point that a 

crime was committed. The problem is analyzed based on psychoanalytic theory. 

Thus, it shows that there is a relationship between literary work and 

psychoanalytic. In discussion this chapter based on psychoanalytic theory by 

Sigmud Freud. In the novel, there are a lot conflicts faced by characters that are 

chosen by Jodi Picoult. Jacob has desire to become detective and normal person. 

Jodi Picoult gives attention in the personality of the elements. Jodi shows the 

conflict between id, ego and superego in Jacob Hunt‟s personality with correlated 

with personality of human being. 

The id  is the thing that sounds illogcal, irrational, and without 

consideration to the execution of the concept of idea from Jacob‟s mind into the 

form of action based only on what he has said. Jacob‟s personality conflict begin 

when he meets Rich Matson in the crime scene. Rich Matson is a detective. When 

he analyze case, Jacob help him to solve the case. But it makes Jacob suspected 

by him. from those its mean that Jacob interest about crime scene no metter he 

become suspected. Jacob is a boy who has Asperger‟s syndrome  and obsessed 

with forensic analysis to the point of compulsion. His need to engage in 

structured, single-minded activities, as well as his obsession with detail, often 

frustrates his mother and infuriates his brother. The novel opens with Jacob 

setting up a crime scene ( in which he is the victim) for his mother to solve. Jacob 
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is later accused of murdering his tutor Jess Ogilvy. Eventually it is revealed that 

Theo snuck into a house Jess was housesitting at and startled her, causing her to 

accidentally hit her head on the sink and die. When Jacob showed up for tutoring, 

he staged a crime scene to make it look like Jess‟s boy friend had committed the 

murder and then Mark had tried to make it look like a kidnapping. Jacob states 

that he did this to take care of his brother, in accordance with a “house rules” set 

down by Emma, and that he would do it again. 

Jacob tells  if he likes Jess and he want Jess to become his girl friend, itl 

causes Jess‟s boy friend jealouse. But Jacob doesn‟t distrub their relationhip, 

Jacob just amazed to Jess.  When Jess is gone he panic and try to find her. Jacob‟s 

id said It is equally possible, I suppose, that the reason I have a severe headache 

and stiff neck is I have gotten no sleep since Sunday, when I last saw Jess. His 

ego‟s said Lately I have been thinking that maybe she should be my girlfriend. On 

the afternoon, Theo entered the home of a local college profesor. Unbeknownst to 

him, the house sitter-graduate student Jess Ogilvy-was upstairs showering. He 

made himself a cup of tea and then heard noises overhead and went to investigate. 

It‟s hard to know who was more surprised, Ogilvy, who found a strange boy in 

her bathroom while she was strak naked, or Theo Hunt, who realized that he knew 

the girl in the shower, who tutored his older brother, Jacob. Ogilvy reached for a 

towel and exited the stall, but she stumbled, striking her head on the edge of the 

sink. As the struggled to her feet again, Theo ran over turning the CD rack, 

several stools, and the mail on the counter during his speedy exit. 

Two hours later Jacob arrived  for his weekly tutoring session. A student 

of forensic science, he was surprised to notice a familiar footprint on the porch, 

the Vans sneaker tread that matched a pair belonging to his brother. Upon entering 

the unlocked house, Jacob found it in disarray. He called out but received no 

answer. Further investigation upstairs led to the discovery of Jess Ogilvy naked in 

a pool of blood. Making the assumption that his brother was involved in her death, 

possibly during an altercation in the midst of a botched robbery. Jacob proceeded 

to alter the crime scene so that it would point away from Theo. He cleaned up and 

dressed the body and moved it downstair ( stumbling once on the staircase, which 

resulted in Ogilvy‟s front tooth being knocked out postmorten). Using bleach, he 

cleaned up the bathroom to remove blood evidence. He picked up the overtuned 

furniture and CD‟s and mail and proceeded to create a crime scene that might 

have been interpreted by authorities at first glance as a kidnapping, and at second 

glance as a cover-up perpetrated by Mark Maguire. In order to do this, Jacob had 

to put himself in the mind of borderline idiot who might attempt ( poorly) to make 

a murder scene look like a kidnapping. He packed some of Jess‟s clothes and 

toiletries in a backpack but made sure that they were not clothes routinely worn by 

her, which someone less astute would never have realized. He left a typed note 

allegedly from Jess herself, asking for the mail to be temporarily stopped, as if she 

had decided to take a trip. He then cut the screen in the kitchen with a butcher 

knife, a red herring for forced entry. Finally, he walked below the screen outside 

wearing Mark Maguire‟s boots, so the police could trace this “cover-up” back to 

Jess‟s boyfriend.  
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Then Jacob carried Jess‟s body to a culvert several hundred yards from the 

house and waited for investigators to piece together the information he‟d left 

them. He neglected to realize, at the time, that he might be implicating himself in 

the murder. He neglected to consider that the scene he‟d come across (at worst, 

murder at his brother‟s hand and at best, a death accidentally caused by Theo) 

might instead be a death by natural causes: a slippery floor and a skull fracture. 

Psychoanalytic approach has three basics namely Id, Ego, and Superego. In 

psychoanalytic theory there is a phenomenon called transference. The therapist 

becomes a blank screen, onto which the patient project some insident or feeling 

that began in childhood. (Picoult, Jodi.2010.House Rules.Atria Internasional:New 

York). 

First, based on Id, that is the id is concerned only with satisfying personal 

desires. Id also keeps biological dream, fantasies, desire, obsession and all the 

reality demands. It can be illogically or immorally when Id wants satisfaction of 

those feeling (Pervin, 1970:76). There are any eight Id occurs in this novel,  when 

he diagnosed Aspergers‟ Syndrom but he really interest about forensic. It makes 

him to practice and come to crime scene, because he always watching 

crimebusters and then he doing the same. The second Id occurs when Henry left 

his family, the third when Jacob try to communicate with others  then when 

Emma called privat tutor social skill, afterthat when Jacob want Jess to be his 

girlfriend, next when Jess is gone and when everyone suspect to Jacob, the last 

when Emma regrets then go to Oliver‟s office. Generally, Jacob‟s id  appears 

from his unconsciousness. He does something without seeing what other people 

think. When he diagnosed asperger‟s syndrome and doing the same thing like 

CrimeBusters progam on TV. He makes and practice crime scene at home. It 

causes his mom and his brother angry, he uses Theo‟s toothbrush and syrup to 

make fake crime scene. But not always him who made trouble. Autistic person 

more disciplined because they live with schedule, for example; organize their 

clothes according to the pattern and eating by color. 

Second, based on Ego. In the House Rules novel the Ego is internalized 

and parental standads of “good” and “bad”, “right” and “wrong” behavior. In 

Freud‟s theory, the ego mediates among the id , the superego and the external 

world. Its task is to find a balance between primitive drives and reality (the ego 

devoid of morality at this level) while satisfying the id and superego. Its main 

concern is with the individual‟s safety and allows some of the id’s desires to be 

expressed, but only when consequences of these actions are marginal. There are 

any three ego, first is Jacob aware if Jess has a boyfriend so he doesn‟t distrub her 

relationship althought he likes her. Second when her brother theo still keep him 

althought he hates Jacob‟s behavior, and the last is when everyone suspect to him 

but his mom still believe and keep him. 

The last, based on Superego. In this novel, superego is based on morals 

and judgments about right and wrong. Even though the superego and the ego may 

reach the same decision about something, the superego‟s reason for that decision 

is more based on moral values. There are any three, The first superego appears in 

Jacob‟s effort. The second superego occurs when Mark Maguere reported Jess is 
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gone  and the third superego occurs when Rich Matson wants to investigate 

Emma. 

Jacob has a big desires to reach what he wants. Generally, the desires of 

Jacob Hunt are in the positive ways. Jacob has a big desires to become a detective. 

He will do everything, so he can analyze crime scene. His id to obsession of 

forensic, have a girl friend, and become a normal person . The desire of Jacob 

appears his id and his strong ego.  From thus we know that Jacob‟s id, ego, and 

superego is equal or balance. 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

            The researcher has three conclusions, first the main character of House 

Rules novel reveals Jacob‟s several effort being normal human like others. 

Through this novel Jacob tries to show who really he is and hopes everyone 

respects and accepts his condition. Second, He also want everyone trust him that 

not always him who made some trouble. The third, In psychoanalytic theory there 

is a phenomenon called transference. The therapist becomes a blank screen, onto 

which the patient project some insident or feeling that began in childhood. 

(Picoult, Jodi.2010.House Rules.Atria Internasional:New York). Researcher 

conclude that Asperger‟s isn‟t disability, just a different ability and autistic person 

more disciplined because they live with schedule, for example; organize their 

clothes according to the pattern and eating by color. 
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